
New Volatility ETFs: VXUP & VXDN

There has been a rather large amount of hoopla about two new companion ETF’s that are designed to track the cash
levels of $VIX – the CBOE’s Volatility Index.  There have been articles on Bloomberg, Seeking Alpha, Barron’s, and
Yahoo! Finance, not to mention the web sites of the principal’s involved: NASDAQ and Accushares.  Part of the

reason for this large coverage is that the person who designed the original $VIX, in 1994, is an advisor at Accushares, the
creator of these new products.  That person would be Professor Robert Whaley – originally at Duke University (when $VIX
was created) and now at Vanderbilt.  Professor Whaley just recently was awarded the prestigious Sullivan Award for 2015,
honoring his contributions to listed options trading.

Accushares has floated two new ETF’s: VXUP (which seeks to track $VIX), and VXDN (which is the inverse of
VXUP and thus seeks to track the inverse performance of $VIX).

In most of the articles I’ve read about these two companion ETF’s, the author begins by extolling the virtues of the
products, and goes on to vaguely describe the details.  I am going to take the opposite approach.  First, we’ll discuss the
details, and then we’ll try to summarize what benefits – if any – these ETF’s might provide.

The underlying asset in these assets is a pool of cash!  That’s a bit unusual right there, but you’ll see how it works
nicely into a $VIX tracking mechanism.  Other ETNs and ETFs, such as VXX, XIV, etc., use the $VIX futures as their
underlying asset.

VXUP and VXDN own all of the cash in the pool.  The ratio of assets belonging to VXUP and VXDN each day is
determined by their net asset value (NAV), which is published daily – shortly after the market closes – in at least two places:
Bloomberg.com and accushares.com.  Intraday NAV can also be quoted on Yahoo Finance (symbol ^VXUP-IV) or on
eSignal (symbol $VXUP.IV).

So, for example, on the first day of listing, both VXUP and VXDN were arbitrarily started at $25 per share.  Hence,
each ETF owned 50% of the cash in the pool.  The pool of cash grows by earning interest (although, these days, that’s a
pitiful amount), but an annual management fee of 0.95% (paid monthly) is charged and paid out of the cash pool, as well.
The cash pool is also increased when new shares of ETF are created, similar to the way that any ETF works.

VXDN gets a boost every day
Then each day, the NAV’s of VXUP and VXDN are adjusted, based on the change (in points) of $VIX itself.  There

is an additional factor that is used in the daily calculations of the NAVs: every calendar day when $VIX is 30 or less, 0.15%
of the value of VXUP is subtracted and given to VXDN.  

You might think of this as something similar to what happens between VXX and XIV: when the term structure of
$VIX futures slopes upward, VXX loses ground to $VIX each day, and XIV gains ground.   But when $VIX is above 30,
it’s likely that the term structure will have flattened out, and so there is no daily adjustment.

The official documentation on VXUP and VXDN doesn’t mention the term structure as the reason for this daily
subtraction from VXUP (and therefore, a daily credit to VXDN).  Rather, it’s described as “ an attribute of the market for
long financial instruments seeking exposure to volatility...Under these circumstances, a long position on the $VIX Index will
tend to decrease in value over time while a short position will tend to increase in value.”  In other words, it’s an attempt to
estimate the effect of the upward-sloping term structure.

Some of the articles (whose references are cited at the end of this article) described this daily adjustment as being
necessary, because “everyone knows $VIX is eventually going to rise.”  So it would create an unfair balance between VXUP
and VXDN to merely allow people to buy VXUP and just sit back and hold.  Who is going to sell you VXUP if you are
guaranteed to make money at some point, and they are guaranteed to lose?  No one.  Hence the daily adjustment makes things
more equal.  If this helps you to better understand the concept of the daily adjustment, then go with it.

Change in NAV
Table 1 shows the limited data to date.    In particular, there are four columns shown each day for VXUP and VXDN:

the actual closing price in the market place, the NAV, the premium (closing price minus NAV), and the Percent Change in
NAV.  

Consider the first two rows on Table 1.  The first row just shows the starting data, at the close of trading on May 18th:
VXUP and VXDN were each arbitrarily set at 25, and $VIX was at 12.73.

The next day was the first day of trading. $VIX was up 12 cents, or 0.94%.  The NAV of VXUP rose by 0.80% –
roughly the increase in $VIX, less the 0.15% “charge” against VXUP, which is given to VXDN.

However, traders in the open market were eager to own VXUP, and they bid it up to 27.64 that first day – an increase
of over 10% (from 25 to 27.64).  Hence traders were “overpaying” for VXUP by a substantial amount at the end of that first
day of trading.  VXUP closed at 27.64, but the NAV was only 25.20.  So VXUP closed at a premium of 9.68% to NAV.



Table 1: VXUP & VXDN NAV’s and Percent Premium

Date $VIX
close

% Chg
$VIX

VXUP
close

VXUP
NAV

VXUP
prem

VXUP
NAV
%chg

VXDN
close

VXDN
NAV

VXDN
prem

VXDN
NAV
%chg

5/18/15 12.73 25.00 25.00
5/19/15 12.85 0.94% 27.64 25.20   9.68% 0.80% 22.35 24.80   -9.88% -0.80%
5/20/15 12.88 0.23% 28.51 25.22 13.05% 0.08% 21.59 24.78 -12.87% -0.08%
5/21/15 12.11 -5.98% 28.29 23.67 19.52% -6.15% 21.86 26.33 -16.98% 6.26%
5/22/15 12.13 0.17% 28.00 23.56 18.85% -0.46% 21.89 26.44 -17.21% 0.42%
5/26/15 14.06 15.91% 28.91 27.31   5.86% 15.92% 21.10 22.68   -6.97% -14.22%
5/27/15 13.27 -5.62% 28.10 25.72   9.25% -5.82% 21.65 24.27 -10.80% 7.01%
5/28/15 13.31 0.30% 28.39 25.76 10.21% 0.16% 21.69 24.23 –10.48% –0.16%

Meanwhile, VXDN was heavily sold, closing at 22.35.  It’s NAV was 24.80, so VXDN closed at a substantial
discount to NAV of –9.88%.  

This overpaying for VXUP and underpaying for VXDN by such a substantial amount reminds me of the first day(s)
of trading in the $VIX futures, back in 2004.  Traders seriously overpaid for those $VIX futures in 2004, and were left with
losses.  Meanwhile, those who shorted the futures in 2004 (and at many other later dates) were the ones who profited.  

The premium being paid for VXUP increased over the next few days, to the point where it reached the (rather
ridiculous) premium of 19.52% on the close of trading on May 21st.  Obviously, traders felt $VIX was “too low,” so they
wanted to capitalize on that by buying VXUP.  A couple of days later, $VIX did have a big jump, rising 15.91% on May 26th.
However, VXUP was so expensive heading into that move, that it only rose 91 cents, or 3.25% on that day.  In fact, the
VXUP premium had shrunk dramatically – to 5.86% by the close on May 26th.  So, the important point here is that VXUP
and VXDN can and will trade at prices that are substantially different from their NAV.  That is different from other volatility
ETF’s, which can and will be arbitraged to force them to stay in line with NAV.  Here, the “underlying” is cash, and so there
is apparently no direct arbitrage that can force them into line.

Note that the two net asset values in Table 1 add up to 50 each day – since they started out at 25 each.  That is, the
total pool of cash is steady, and the two ETF’s are just divvying it up.  This would change, I surmise, if the cash earns interest,
and if the management fee is paid.

Over A Longer Time Frame
Table 1 only shows what has happened in the very short time that VXUP and VXDN have been trading.  Ideally, these are
supposed to reflect the daily change in $VIX, less the 0.15% daily adjustment.  In reality, they are subject to investor emotion,
as they separate from NAV.

Suppose you held the VXUP for 30 calendar days.  You would have paid a “daily adjustment” of 0.15 per day, or
a total of 4.5%.  That’s a drag on VXUP and a boost to VXDN.  So, for example, if VXUP had been up 10% over that period,
VXUP’s NAV would only be up 5.5%.  The actual price of VXUP could be anywhere, given that it can trade at vastly
different prices than NAV, but eventually it will have to track NAV to a large extent.

History and Re-Distribution
At first glance, this seems like it might be a much better way
to approach a volatility ETF, as opposed say, to VXX, which
we have previously showed has lost 99.7% of its value since
inception.VXX and XIV are  often split (or reverse split) to
keep their share prices in a reasonable price range.

But that approach wouldn’t work here, because
eventually one side or the other would wind up owning the
entire cash pool (or nearly so).  There apparently was an attempt by Macroshares to try this approach of the underlying being
a cash pool in other commodity based ETF’s about 10 years ago.  Eventually one side or the other owned the entire pool, or
the fund reached a predetermined expiration date, and they were all closed.

Accushares hopes to avoid this demise by having “distributions.” These can occur at various times.  The Regular
Distribution will occur on the 15th of each month.  Also, a Special Distribution will be made if $VIX has increased or
decreased by 75% since the last distribution date.  In addition, a Special Distribution will be made if VXUP or VXDN is up
90% since the last distribution date.  The share class (VXUP or VXDN) with the higher value is expected to receive a
distribution on the Distribution Date.  After the Distribution, VXUP and VXDN will be equal in price.

How does the distribution work?  Well, “It’s complicated” would be an understatement.  There are 29 pages covering

VXUP and VXDN can and will trade at
prices that are substantially different from

their Net Asset Values.



the subject in the Prospectus (available at www.accushares.com)!  
First, let’s start with an example.  Then we’ll discuss how it affects one’s position.
There is something called the “Share Index Factor,” which is used to compute the NAV every day, and is also

important to distributions.  Whenever there is a distribution, the Share Index Factor is reset.  It’s very simple to compute: it’s
the value of the ETF divided by $VIX.   For example, consider the first row in Table 1 (May 18, 2015).  VXUP = VXDN
= 25, and $VIX = 12.73.  So, the Share Index Factor is 25 / 12.73 = 1.9639.  The Share Index Factor (SIF) remains at that
value until the next distribution is made.  

So, if you want to do the NAV calculation yourself, you can – with this formula:

NAVUPi+1 = NAVUPi + SIF*($VIX point change) – 0.0015 * VXUP0 * (# of calendar days)
Where SIF = Share Index Factor
and VXUP0 = value of VXUP at last distribution  (VXUP0 = 25, currently)

You can verify the NAV values in Table 1 with this formula if you want to.

The SIF is also important for determining distributions.  For the first six months, distributions will be in cash, and then they
may be in matching shares of VXUP and VXDN after that.

Example of a distribution to VXUP holders: suppose that we reach the 15th of a month – the Regular Distribution date.  And
suppose that the NAV of VXUP is 26.375 and the NAV of VXDN is 23.625.  Furthermore, suppose $VIX is 22 on that date.

Since VXUP is higher than VXDN by 2.75, VXUP holders will receive a distribution of $2.75 per share, thereby
reducing the share value of VXUP to be equal to VXDN, at 23.625 per share.  VXDN shareholders would get nothing in this
case.

At that point, the SIF would be reset to:
23.625 / 22 = 1.07386363
and that SIF would be used to calculate daily NAV’s going forward, until the next distribution date.

After the six-month cash distribution period ends, the prospectus says that the Fund will try to make distributions in cash,
as long as the cash pool has at least $25 million in it.  If not, then the distribution will be in paired shares of VXUP and
VXDN.  In the above example, the distribution is supposed to be $2.75 per share of VXUP held.  Since VXUP+VXDN =
50 (26.375+23.625) at that time, then 2.75 would be 2.75 / 50 = 0.055 shares of VXUP and 0.055 shares of VXDN.

Example of a distribution to VXDN holders: suppose that we reach the 15th of a month – the Regular Distribution date.  And
suppose at that time that the NAV of VXUP is 21.375 and the NAV of VXDN is 28.625.  Furthermore, suppose $VIX is 18
on that date.

Since VXDN is trading at a higher price than VXUP by 7.25, VXDN holders will receive a distribution of $7.25 per
share, thereby reducing the share value of VXDN to be equal to VXUP, at 21.375 per share.  VXUP shareholders would get
nothing in this case.

At that point, the SIF would be reset to:
21.375 / 18 = 1.1875
and that SIF would be used to calculate daily NAV’s going forward, until the next distribution date.

Ramifications of distributions
There are several ramifications of these distributions.  First, they change your position.  Take the first example.  After the
distribution, your share value in VXUP has been reduced to 23.625 from 26.375.  The difference is cash.  Unless you put the
cash back to “work” in VXUP, you would have less exposure to upward volatility moves.  Suppose you own 1,000 shares.
Prior to the distribution, you owned $26,375 worth of VXUP.  After the distribution, you own $23,625 worth of VXUP (still
1000 shares, but now at a lower price), plus you have $2,750 in cash.

In the prospectus, between pages 70 and 95, there are many, many examples of how these distributions could affect your
position.

Another effect is that the share price keeps going down, since the lower of the two prices (VXUP or VXDN) is the
resulting share price after the distribution is made.  Eventually, there will need to be a reverse split to get the value back up
to a “normal” level – say, something near $25 per share.

Without going into as much detail, assume the initial share value was $25, and $VIX was 20.  Furthermore assume that



VIX were to rise by 10% the first month, and then by 20% the second month, and then by 30% the third month (all at Regular
Distribution dates).  The  share values would changes as follows (these figures are from examples in the Prospectus):

$VIX Share Value after Distribution
Initial 20.00 25.00
$VIX +10% 22.00 23.625
$VIX +20% 26.40 19.9631
$VIX +30% 34.32 14.8725

The effect is even greater if $VIX falls each month:
$VIX Share Value after Distribution

Initial 20.00 25.00
$VIX –10% 18.00 21.375
$VIX –20% 14.40 16.1381
$VIX –30% 10.08 10.5704

If one is not buying extra shares after each distribution, his exposure will be reduced.  That’s not necessarily a bad thing, I
suppose, for taking no action would be like taking partial profits each month.   

Other subjects, such as arbitrage, and something called a “Corrective Distribution” (to be used if share values persistently
deviate from NAV – as they have now), should be investigated by reading the Prospectus.  I do not know exactly how one
is to receive notice of these Special or Corrective Distributions, but I assume it would be through the Accushares web site.

Summary
On the surface, it would seem that these could be interesting products, especially if one is able to buy one or the other of the
ETFs at a substantial discount to NAV.  However, the stated intention of mirroring daily movements in the cash $VIX do
not seem to be realistic.

The fixed distribution of 0.15% does not reflect the real term structure (except in rare cases), and sophisticated
arbitrageurs will probably figure a way to capitalize on that.  We are going to continue to monitor the VXUP and VXDN price
movements and NAV.  
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